England’s PPE procurement failures must never happen again

Fixing a broken system is an urgent priority ahead of any winter surge in covid-19

Martin McKeever professor of European public health

The British Prime Minister’s words were clear. Asked about the way that covid-19 had spread through care homes, he said: “We discovered too many care homes didn’t really follow the procedures.” The response from those running these homes was fast and furious, with one senior executive describing what was widely perceived as an attempt to blame them for the deaths as “a Kafkaesque alternative reality.” We now know that there were several reasons why so many died, including movement of infected staff among different homes and transfer of infected patients from hospitals, but a major factor was the shortage of personal protective equipment (PPE). Quite simply, care homes were unable to get the supplies they needed.

Some problems were inevitable in the early days of the pandemic, as the UK was competing in a global market in which everyone was chasing a limited supply. But mistakes should be opportunities for learning, especially when there is a real risk of a resurgence of covid-19 in the winter. Unfortunately, as a new report from the House of Commons Public Accounts Committee states, “we were not convinced that [the Department of Health and Social Care] was treating the matter with sufficient urgency.” It goes on to say that current governance arrangements are unclear and stresses that “it is vital that the same problems do not happen again.”

Procurement is one of those things that few notice until it goes wrong, as it has done on a massive scale in England’s covid-19 response. Until the end of the Brexit transition period, it is governed by EU law, which is based on the principles of transparency and value for money. Thus all purchases above a certain value, which varies according to what is being bought by whom, must be advertised, and the successful offer must be the most economically advantageous tender.

However, the reality is much more complicated, especially in healthcare, when it is not always clear exactly what is wanted or how it will fit with existing systems. Consequently, it is possible to work with prospective suppliers to find the best solution, using mechanisms such as an initial competition to identify prospective suppliers followed by negotiation or dialogue. In an emergency it is also possible, with important safeguards, to purchase things without prior publication. But this brings certain risks.

Repeated mistakes

Numerous accounts of procurement failures have emerged across Europe during the current pandemic. Health authorities entered into contracts with companies that promised much but failed to deliver, and what they did supply was often substandard. In some cases certification documents were issued without checks or were forged. A few seem to have involved corruption or organised crime. Yet often it was just that mistakes were made. Hard pressed procurement staff failed to do the most basic due diligence procedures, such as checking whether the company had filed accounts, had assets, or had any experience in what it claimed it could do.

Of course, procurement failures are familiar to observers of the UK. This is a country that has repeatedly outsourced important tasks, such as security at the Olympic Games or probation services, only to see them fail. Memorably, it awarded a multimillion pound contract for sea transport to a company with no ships, which promised to sail into a port with no suitable facilities, and with documentation that seemed to have been adapted from a pizza delivery company. Hence, it should be no surprise that it has provided some of the worst examples of failures to procure PPE along with tests and ventilators. It has also done so in the glare of publicity, as when ministers promised at the daily press briefings that a consignment of PPE from Turkey was on its way, with Royal Air Force planes ready to collect it; 10% of the order arrived, several days late, when it was found to be unusable.

The problems experienced with procurement, and the lack of confidence by the Public Accounts Committee that procedures have been fixed, highlight the importance of a rapid review of the UK’s covid-19 response. However, this has now become urgent. Buried in the documents accompanying the Chancellor of the Exchequer’s summer statement is a commitment to spend over £15bn (€16bn; $19bn) on PPE for frontline staff. Yet that money risks being wasted if the same procurement mistakes are repeated.

Looking ahead, there are even greater concerns. Once the UK’s Brexit transition arrangements come to an end, it will no longer be subject to the safeguards that, however imperfectly they have been enforced, still exist. Dominic Cummings, the Prime Minister’s chief adviser, has signalled his desire to be freed from such controls. There are already questions about transparency surrounding recent government contracts for services in the area of artificial intelligence, something that Cummings has long championed but which has given rise to considerable concern. Is this really a good time to make it even more difficult to know what our money is being spent on?
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